Specificity in calcium oxalate adherence to papillary epithelial cells in cultures.
Attachment of microcrystallites to cellular membranes may be an important component of the pathophysiology of many diseases including urolithiasis. This study attempts to characterize the interaction of calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystals and apatite (AP) crystals with renal papillary collecting tubule (RPCT) cells in primary culture. Primary cultures of RPCT cells showed the characteristic monolayer growth with sporadically interspersed clumped cells. Cultures were incubated with [14C]CaOx crystals, and the crystals that bound were quantified by microscopy and adherent radioactivity. Per unit of cross-sectional area, 32 times more CaOx crystals were bound to the clumps than to the monolayer. CaOx adherence demonstrated concentration-dependent saturation with a beta value (fraction of cell culture area binding CaOx crystals) of 0.179 and a 1/alpha ox value (maximum micrograms of crystallites adhering to 1 cm2 of binding area) of 287 micrograms/cm2. On coincubation with AP crystals, CaOx binding demonstrated concentration-dependent inhibition with a 1/alpha AP value of 93 micrograms/cm2. Microcrystallite adherence to RPCT cells demonstrates selectivity for cellular clumps, saturation, and inhibition. These features suggest specific binding.